
 

 

 

 

    

  

   

 

 
 
Spatack The High Performance Aqueous Anti-Spatter  
 
Spatack is a new formulation in response to the growing need to replace aerosols and formulas that contained 
hazardous chlorinated solvents, which in turn created potential health risks when using them. 
 
Spatack  combines  a  ready  to  use  formula  which  is  100%  solvent  free and non-flammable, giving the user 
a safe way to prevent  weld spatter adhesion, without the production of hazardous fumes. 

 

 
Spatack users 
 
● Fabricators 
● Maintenance and fitters  
● Workshops 
● Boat builders 
● Car manufacturers 
● Road tanker builders 
 

 

 
Economical 
 
Only require a light spray application, which stays 
on the surface longer. 
 
 
 

 
Non-Flammable  
 
Ensures safety when in use and in storage. 
 
Solvent free 
 
Safer to use than many other  products, and 
produces no hazardous fumes when welded 
through. 
 
Biodegradable 
 
Reduces environmental hazards. 
 
Ready to use 
   
No time wasted diluting or measuring out 
concentrates. 
 
Specialised Formula 
 
Spatack creates no fish eyes where painting is part 
of a finishing process. Also gives true performance 
when welding in corners.  
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